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ON PERMUTATIONS OF LACUNARY INTERVALS

KATHRYN E. HARE AND IVO KLEMES

Abstract. Let {/y} be an interval partition of the integers and consider the

Littlewood-Paley type square function S(f) = (X) \fjI2)1'2 where fj = fxij ■

We prove that if the lengths /(If) of the intervals Ij satisfy /(Ij+X )//(Ij) —>

oo, then ||S(/)||P w \\f\\p for 1 < p < oo . As these intervals need not be

adjacent, such partitions can be thought of as permutations of lacunary intervals.

This work generalizes the specific partition considered in a previous paper [H2].

We conjecture that it suffices to assume /(Ij+i )//(Ij) > X > 1 , and we also

conjecture a necessary and sufficient condition.

1. Introduction

Let {IjjjZi be disjoint intervals in Z whose union is Z, i.e. a partition of

Z into intervals. For a fixed partition J3 = {/,} we define an operator S&> on

LP(T), T = the circle group, by

1/2

SAf) = (Y,\fj\2)      '        /€L"(T),

where f = fxi¡ ■ We call S&>(f) the Littlewood-Paley square function deter-

mined by & . One general (unsolved) problem concerning Sg¡> is to determine

which interval partitions & have the property that the norms HS^C/Hlp and

||/||p are equivalent for all 1 < p < oo , i.e.

(1) Ap\\f\\p < \\SMf)\\p < BP\\f\\P ,        f £ L"(T),

where Ap, Bp > 0 depend only on p and &. We will say that £P is a

Littlewood-Paley (L-P) partition if (1) holds for all 1 < p < oo .
The motivation for this problem is the Littlewood-Paley theorem, which

states that this does hold when & consists of (-oo, 0) and intervals of the

form [nj, nj+x) with n¡+x > Xn¡ > 0 for a fixed X > 1 ("lacunary intervals").

Other examples of L-P partitions can be generated with lacunary intervals by

using vector-valued operators and the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund theorem. For

example, Marcinkiewicz [M] showed that the partition & determined by the

integers V + 2k is L-P. This was later generalized as in [G] and [S]. A com-

prehensive account can be found in [E], where the above general problem is

mentioned [p. 162]. In two previous papers, we identified a type of partition

& not covered by the previous results [HI], and then proved that it was L-P
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[H2]. Although this set was not obtained by iterating lacunary partitions, there

was a relationship to lacunarity, namely that the set of interval lengths, when

rearranged in increasing order, was a lacunary set. This suggested the conjecture

that any permutation of a lacunary partition is L-P. In this paper we prove the

following special case of this conjecture:

Theorem 1. Fix a sequence of real numbers Xj —> oo . Then any interval partition

¿P = {Ij} such that the lengths /(Ij) satisfy

/(IJ+x)>Xj/(Ij)

has the Littlewood-Paley property. Moreover, we can take Ap and Bp to depend

only on the exponent p and the sequence {Xj}.

At first sight, Theorem 1 may appear to be a special case of the Littlewood-

Paley theorem, since we require Xj —> oo instead of just Xj > X > 1 . However,

the main point of the theorem is that the positions of the Ij are not specified;

Ij+X need not be adjacent to /,. One may think of {Ij} as an arbitrary rear-

rangement or permutation of lacunary intervals [nj, m,+i) (with Hj+i/nj —» oo)

so as to form a partition of Z. Hence the theorem is not a special case of the

Littlewood-Paley theorem. In fact, in our first paper [HI], we proved in a for-

mal sense that such partitions are not covered by the classical results in all cases.

On the other hand, we do suspect that Theorem 1 is still far from the most gen-

eral picture. In particular we still suspect that any permutation of a lacunary

partition has the L-P property, in other words, that Xj —► oo can be replaced

by Xj > X > 1. More generally we conjecture that: & is L-P iff J3 "does not

separate arbitrarily large parallelepipeds". Further details are given at the end

of the paper. We should also mention that our proof of Theorem 1 goes via the

following essentially stronger result:

Theorem A. Fix p £ (1, oo). Then there exist real Xp , Ap , Bp > 0 such that

for any interval partition £P = {Ij} satisfying f(Ij+x) > Xp/(Ij) we have

AP\\f\\P<\\SMf)\\p<Bp\\f\\p,        f£L".

Thus, we take Xj —► oo in Theorem 1 in order to get X¡ > Xp eventually

for all p . However, we will not explicitly prove Theorem A in this paper; it is

implied by our Theorem 2 below.
Lastly, let us point out that most of the paper will concentrate on the proof

of only "one quarter" of the inequalities contained in (1). Namely, it will suffice

to prove

(2) \\f\\p < Bp\\S*{f)\\p    for2<p<™.

The reason for this is twofold: First, it is known that

WfWpiCpWSrfWp,      f£U,
if and only if

\\S^f\\q<Ca\\f\\a, f £ L« ,
where l<p,q<oo,l/p+l/q = \. This is a consequence of a duality ar-

gument, the M. Riesz theorem and the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund theorem. And

secondly, the remarkable theorem of Rubio de Francia [R] (see also [B]) states

that, for any interval partition & and any 2 < p < oo,

\\S^f\\p<Cp\\f\\p,        f£U.
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Hence we only need to check the inequalities (2) above. We shall do this by

working with the even integers p — 2n , «=1,2,..., and invoking interpola-

tion results afterwards.

2. Trees

We now define trees of intervals with some special properties (see Figure 0).

Let the root node be a bounded interval in R. Let each node have either one or

two subnodes, which are disjoint subintervals. Moreover, let all node intervals

in a given generation (henceforth level) have the same length, and let these

lengths decrease rapidly. On each level, we allow at most one node to branch

into two subnodes; the others have just one subnode. Lastly, a subnode must

sit essentially in the middle of its parent node. In the case of two subnodes,

both should be near the middle, but not too close to each other. This will be

made precise shortly.

The intervals of a tree T generate an interval partition (of R say) and hence

a square function operator St ■ (Two of the intervals are unbounded, but this

is irrelevant.) The special properties above will allow us to expand and estimate

¡\f\2" in terms of / ST(f)2" (or in terms of a finite refinement of Sr(f)) ■
This will be stated as Theorem 2, and it will be used to prove Theorem 1. We

now list precise forms of the above tree properties.

Let X > 100 and a > 0. A tree with the properties below will be called a

(X, (j)-tree.

(a) On any level j, all node intervals have the same length, which will be

denoted by /j. Furthermore: /j > X/j+x ,7 = 0,1,2,....
(b) All nodes have either one subnode or two subnodes. These will be called

nodes of type 1 and type 2, respectively. Each level contains at most

one type 2 node.

Figure 0. Schematic picture of the type of tree being

considered. Each dot is a node, and the nodes on the

same horizontal line constitute a level.
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Figure 2

(c) The two types of nodes have the following structures:

Type 1. Let F denote the node, A(F) the subnode, and let A(F) = F\A(F)
— AX(F) U A2(F) consist of the two intervals AX(F) and A2(F), as shown in

Figure 1. Then

(Tl) l/2</(A,)//(A2)<2,

where /( • ) denotes the diameter of a set.

Type 2. Let A(F) and B(F) denote the two subnodes of the node F , and

let

A(F) = F\(A(F) U B(F)) = A, (F) U A2(F) U A3(F)

consist of the three intervals A¡(F), as shown in Figure 2.

Then, for F on level ; (so /(F) = /¡, and /(A) = /(B) = /j+x),

(T2) l/2</(A,)//(A2)<2,

(T3.1) /j>X/(A3),

(T3.2) /(A3) > X/j+x,

(T3.3) /(A3)>a/j.

We will always use trees with a finite number of nontrivial levels. But for

convenience the index j will run to oo. By convention this will mean that,

on the last nontrivial level, we declare all F to be of type 1 with A(F) = 0,

A(F) = F, and so for all subsequent levels the nodes are empty.

Theorem 2. Let n £ N and a > 0.   Then there exists a constant C = Cn ; a

such that, for any (X, a)-tree T with X > 100«, we have

Uhn < C\\ST(f)\\2n

for all f £ L2n(T). Here St is the square function corresponding to the partition

of Z generated by T.

Remarks. When there are only type 1 nodes, there is in effect no parameter a ,

and the "tree" T reduces to a classical lacunary partition. When there is a type
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2 node, then the "nonvacuous" range for a is 0 < a < l/X, since Xa < 1

by properties (T3.1) and (T3.3). Also, recently we have been able to prove

the theorem with C = C„ not depending on a, thus making property (T3.3)

unnecessary. But the present theorem will suffice for the proof of Theorem

1, because there we use a specific tree with a = a(n), X = X(n), and hence
C = C(n).

The proof of Theorem 2 begins in section 5. At this point we derive some

consequences of the tree properties. Some of our assertions and formulae will

be easier to write if the subnodes of type 1 and type 2 nodes are denoted the

same way. For this purpose, let B(F) — 0 = A3(F) whenever F is a type 1

node. Let n £ N and X > 100« . We claim that, for each fixed level j and F
on level /,

(T4)
dist(A(F) U B(F), R\F) > 2« max{/(A(G) U A3(<7) U B(G)) : G on level ;'},

(T5) dist(^(F), B(F)) > 2n/j+x,

(T6)       min(l/lO,a/2)/j + (n-2)/j+x</(Ai(F)),        i =1,2, 3.

Proof of (T 4). For each G on level j,

/(A(F) U A3(G) U B(G)) < 2/j+x + /(A3(G)) < 2/J+x + j/j < (3/X)/j .

On the other hand,

dist(A(F) U B(F), R\F) = min{/(A,(F)), /(A2(F))} .

But /(Ax) + /(A2) > (1 - 3/X)/j > fâ/j . And, by (Tl) or (T2),

1
min{/(A,), /(A2)} > -(/(Ax) + /(A2))

But 97A/900 > 97«/9 > 2« ; so we are done.

Proof of (T5). This follows from (T3.2) since dist(y4, B) = /(A3).

Proof of (T6). There are two cases, according to when there is or is not a type
2 node on level j . If there is none, there is no A3 to consider. Then

(n-2)/j+i<((n-2)/X)/j<(l/l00)/j

and

(l/l0)/J + (n-2)/j+i<(0Al)/j.

On the other hand,

/(A;)>|(l-})^>^>(0.11K,

If there is a type 2 node, we have

(<7/2)^<(l/2)/(A3)   by(T3.3)

and

(« - 2)/j+i < (1/100)/(A3)    by (T3.2).
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On the other hand, it is clear that this /(A3) is the minimum /(A¡(F)) over

all F on level j. So we are done, since 1/2 + 1/100 < 1.

3. Reducing Theorem 1 to Theorem 2

Here we explain informally how to obtain trees from the partition in the

statement of Theorem 1. The essential case of the construction can be stated

as follows:

Proposition. Let n £ N. Then there are a(n),X(n) > 100« and a(n) > 0

such that if Ji, J2, ... are disjoint intervals whose union is a bounded interval

J and whose lengths satisfy /(Jk+i) > oi(n)/(Jk), k = 1,2,..., then there
is a (X(n), a(n))-tree T which refines the partition of R generated by the Jk .

Moreover, T can be chosen so that each Jk (and each of the two components of

R\7) ¿s refined (partitioned) into lacunary blocks with uniform ratio > 2.

m //4 //4 //8

a b=a+/

Figure 3. Example of an interval [a, b] refined into

lacunary blocks with ratio 2.

The proof of the proposition is not difficult. We omit the details and give

only an outline. Let the root node of the tree be an interval F with the same

centre as J = |J Jk but much larger than J. The main idea is that if a is

large enough, then the largest of the Jk is much larger than the union of the

remaining Jk , which split into at most two components, JA and JB . Thus,

in general, we can define either one or two subnodes of F , namely A(F) and

B(F), centred on JA and JB respectively, with appropriate lengths. There

is also the possibility that we still want only one subnode A(F) centred on

J again, with length /(F)jX(n). That is, we must wait for the length of F

to become comparable to the largest of the Jk (i.e. the distance between JA

and JB) before deciding to make the split into A(F) D JA and B(F) D JB .
Then we iterate the procedure. We leave it to the reader to think of a precise

procedure that will yield the (X, cr)-tree properties. To see that there will be at

most one splitting (type 2 node) on a given level, observe that there is always

only one largest Jk remaining (in the union of the nodes on the given level),

and the next largest is not comparable to it if a is large enough.

Remarks. Let St be the square function determined by the tree T of the

proposition. Assume that Theorem 2 holds. Then ||/]|2„ < C(n)\\ST(f)\\2n for

f £ L2n . Also \\ST(f)\\2n < B(n)\\f\\2„ for / £ L2n by Rubio de Francia's
theorem. Hence the 2«-norms are comparable. By considering the equivalent

multiplier formulation (see [E]) it can be seen that SA(f) and / have compa-

rable 2«-norms for any partition A which T is a refinement of. In particular

ll/lbn < CA(n)\\SAf\\2n when A is the partition of the proposition determined

by Jx, J2, ... .
This latter inequality can be proven by an alternative argument which does

not invoke Rubio de Francia's theorem, as follows: From the proposition, we

have that T is in fact a lacunary refinement of A . By standard arguments

involving the Littlewood-Paley theorem and Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund theorem,
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SAf and Sjf have equivalent Lp-norms for any 1 < p < oo . Hence, assuming

Theorem 2 again,

II/1U < C(n)\\ST(f)\\2n < CA(n)\\SA(f)hn ,        feL2".

The Proof That Theorem 2 Implies Theorem 1. First consider the case p = 2« of

Theorem 1. It suffices to prove the inequality for all trigonometric polynomials

/. Given /, there is an interval I which is a union of some partition intervals

Ij and contains the support of /. Also, there is a jo such that Xj > ao(n)

whenever j > j0. Moreover, for a fixed sequence {Xj}, we can choose jo =

jo(n) depending on « only. Removing the intervals Ix, ... , Ija from I leaves

at most jo + 1 component intervals J, each of which is a union of intervals

7, for j > jo. For a fixed J, we can label these Ij as Jk with /(Jk+X) >

ao(n)/(Jk), and apply the proposition above. Then apply Theorem 2 to the

tree T. By the remarks following the proposition, it follows that

IIS/Ha < cn\\s(fj)\\2n

where // = fxj and S corresponds to the original partition {/,} (which

however is in effect restricted to / for the moment).

Finally, combine these inequalities over the different /'s (and Ix, ... , //„)

to obtain

Wfhn < CnJa\\S(f)\\2n = Cn\\S(f)\\2n,
since jo depends only on « and the sequence {Xj} which is associated with

the partition {Ij} . Here we first used the triangle inequality

;'=i J

then Theorem 2 and the above result for each J, and then the fact that

Z^\Jij\ +2^M//) -i(/)
;=1 /

to recombine the results.

This gives the p = 2« case of Theorem 1; we obtain the general case by

"interpolation". To be specific, we now have that S is a bounded sublinear

operator on LQn for \¡qn + 1/2« =¡ 1 by the remarks in section 1. Hence, by

the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem it is bounded for all q £ ( 1, 2]. This

again is equivalent to ||/||p < Bp\\Sf\\p , p £ [2, oo), so we are done.

4. Preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 2

The proof of Theorem 2 is rather computational but completely elementary.

Therefore it will be a good idea to single out some identities and tricks which

are used in the proof. We also recommend that the reader first consider the

case n = 2,p = 2n = 4 in the sequel, especially for the proof of Lemma 5.3.

4.1. Summations over nodes. For an arbitrary partition {A7} it is customary

to write fAj = fxA;,

/=£4,     and   -S(/)2 = ]T|4I2.
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In our situation it is more useful to replace the arbitrary index j by the "tree

structure". Thus, if F ranges over the nodes of the tree T, we have

/ = E ^A(F) »

provided / is supported in the tree T, where A(F) = F\(A(F) U B(F)) is

the interval F without its subnode intervals, A(F) and B(F). Since A(F) =

AX(F) U A2(F) UA3(F) as in Figures 1 and 2, we have also

/=E fà(F) = E E -M̂F) »
F F   (=1,2,3

and
o   i r\1       V^     V^     i /•

■i(F)Sr(f)2 = J2   E   I/a,(-12
F   ¡=1,2,3

4.2. Relevance of the tree properties. To estimate ||/||2« , we multiply out |/|2"

in an organized fashion (see the section on "difference series" below). Then we

encounter various terms, one of which looks like

/•
2        \ f       |2fxfy\fj\\     "I//,

where X = A(F) for some node F, Y c R\F, and Jx, ... , 7„_i are some

intervals with lengths /(/,■) < dist(X, Y)/n . But this implies that the integral

is in fact zero, since

(X-Y)n ((/, -Jx) + (J2-J2) + ... + (/„_, - /„_!)) = 9».

For example, this situation occurs when Jx, ... , 7„_i are nodes on the same
level as A(F), by property (T4). Thus we see that the tree properties ensure

various orthogonality relations when we compute J \f\2n ■

4.3. The notation fE = E. Since / shall be fixed, it will do no harm to omit

writing it. So from this point on, we write fE = E. For example, we have

F F F   ,=1,2,3

and also

fxfY\fA\2---\fj„J2 = XY\Jx\2..-\Jn-X\2.

It will be implied by the context when these same symbols denote the original

intervals and sets, as in

(X - Y) n ((/, - /,) + • • • + (/„_! - /„-O) m <p,

or in the notations /(/,) and dist(X, Y).

4.4. Estimates. When an integral is not zero for any canonical reason, we

estimate it instead. The inequality

\FG\<\F\2 + \G\2

is often useful because \F\2 and |C7|2 are more "manageable" than |.FC7|. We

also use

|FG|<e|/;'|2 + -|<7|2
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III I
J\ J2 J3 J4

'l h h U h

Figure 4. The case 7Y = 4

for small e > 0, when the \F\2 term should have been on the other side of the

inequality in some sense. This will be seen in the proof of the next lemma. The

purpose of this lemma is to replace "partial square functions", Y, \Fk\2 , by the

whole function |/|2 . Here the Fk may be quite arbitrary blocks of the Fourier

series of /. The lemma is reproduced from [H2] for completeness:

Lemma 4.1. Let Ix, Jx, I2, J2, I3, ... , Jn, IN+X be adjacent intervals in Z

(see Figure 4). Let f be a trigonometric polynomial with supp/ c Ix U Ji U

h U • • • U Jn U In+x , and write f = Fx + Ax + F2 + ■ ■ • + AN + FN+X, where

Fk = fXik, Ayt = fXJk ■
Let v > 0 be a trigonometric polynomial with

degu < min/(Jk).
k

Then

r      n+\ . .       N

(*) V- Y,\Fk\2<2     v\f\2 + 70 V£\Ak\2.
J        k=\ J J       k=i

Proof.

jv\f\2 = jvfj

= JvY,m\2 + \&k\2) + 2ReJv-Y,(Fk+Ak + àkFk+AkÂk+x),

(since all other terms in the expansion of // are orthogonal to v).

But

_ 1

\Fk+xAk\ < e\Fk+x\2 +-\Ak\2 ,
e

\AkFk\<e\Fk\2 + ^\Ak\2,

\AkÄk+x\<\Ak\2 + \Ak+x\2,

for any e > 0. Therefore,

/• / A \     r

jv\f\2>(l-4e)Jv¿2\Fk\2+(l--e-4)jv¿2\Ak\

So choosing e = g gives

Jv\f\2> \jvYJ\Fk\2-35JvYJ\^k *\2,

which gives (*)
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4.5.    Difference series.

4.5.1. Our strategy is to multiply out \f\2" one node at a time. For each node
F define

DF = \F\2"-\A(F)\2n- \B(F)\2n,

recalling that 5(F) = 0 when F is of type 1.
Then it is easy to see that

i/i2n = E^-
F

We call this the "difference series" of |/|2" . (We are assuming that / is sup-

ported in the tree T, and that T has a finite number of nontrivial levels, so

that the series is finite.)

4.5.2. When estimating \JDF\, we shall encounter products of the form

l-Fil2-- • \Fn\2 where Fx, ... , Fn are nodes on the same level. In the appli-

cations there will be at least two distinct F,, but some of them may repeat.
We then need to multiply out IFI2 • • • |F„|2 one node at a time also. For this

purpose we now define another kind of "difference series". Write

Fi = A(Fl) + B(Fl) + A(Fi).

Then multiply out |F|2 ■ • • |F„|2 in terms of A's, B's, and A's. Define

DFl,...,FH = IF|2 • • • |F„|2 - (terms of the form \GX\2 ■ ■ ■ \Gn\2)

where G¡ = A(F¡) or B(F¡). It should be noted that some terms arise in more

than one way; we subtract all terms with the correct multiplicity, Cq'Zq ■ The

definition of DFr..Fn can then be restated as the identity:

(**) \Fi\2--.\Fn\2=    J2    C^:FG"n\Gi\2---\Gn\2 + DFr..Fn
G¡ ,... ,G„

where by convention the summation is over the nodes G¡ = A(F¡) or B(F¡) such

that terms giving the same product \GX \2 ■ ■ ■ \Gn\2 are collected (this occurs when

some F, repeats and is of type 2) and Cq]q   is the appropriate coefficient.

Example 1. Let « = 3, and let

Fx = A(FX) + A(FX) = G + A(FX)    (typel),

F2 = F3 = A(F3) + B(F3) + A(F3) = A + B + A(F3)    (type 2).

Then

IF |2|F2|2|F3|2 = (G + A(Fi))(G + A(Fi))(A + B + A(F3))2(A + B + A(F3))2

= |C7|2M|4 + 4|G|2|^1|2|5|2 + \G\2\B\4 + Z>W3.

Thus in this example, C^f1 = 4, and C^f' = C£BFf3 = 1 .

Example 2. Suppose each F, is a type 1 node. Then

n

\Fi\2---\Fn\2 = Y[(A(Fi) + A(Fi))U(F-)TÄ(m
i=i

= \A(Fi)\2---\A(Fn)\' + DFv..Fn
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Remark. In general

o<c£:;.£<(«!)2.

We are now in a position to define the "difference series" of \FX\2 ■ ■ ■ \F„\2. To

define it, we begin with the identity (**) and then iterate it. That is, expand

each |Gi|2 • • • |C7„|2 down to the next level, and keep doing this until a level is

reached where all nodes are empty. The resulting difference series has the form
-X:

i^i2---^i2 = E  E  <#:§**..*
/=7 G,.G„

on level /

where the Fx, ... , Fn are on level /, and G¡ c F, for each i. Note that

we have implicitly extended the notation CFvf%. to each level / > j (with

Cp.'.p = 1). Although it may seem that iterating (**) will cause these coeffi-

cients to increase without bound, they actually remain bounded by («!)2 on all

levels / . This is because CFl[g is in fact the coefficient that \GX\2 • • • \G„\2

would have if we directly multiplied out |Fi|2-•• |F„|2 down to level / instead

of one level at a time.

4.5.3. We now introduce a certain sum of products of the type \FX \2 ■■■ \Fn\2.

We call it X, for "cross terms", and define it as follows. For each level j

containing a type 2 node F(j), let A¡ = A(F(j)) and B¡ = B(F(j)) be the
two subnodes of F(j) on level j + 1, and let

Xj=      E      i^ii2---i^i2-
In.FH}D{Aj}B}}

The summation is over groups of nodes on level j + 1 which contain both A¡

and Bj. (By convention Fx, ... , Fn need not be all distinct, and they are not

ordered.) If level j does not contain a type 2 node, let X}■ = 0. Finally, define

v _ V^ v

7=0

It will be useful to also define

n-l

Yj = \Aj\2\Bj\2 ¿2       \F\2
\F on level j+1

= \A(F(j))\2\B(F(j))\2 j     Yl     \A(F)\2 + \B(F)\2
\F on level j

Clearly,
Xj<Yj<(n-2)\Xj,

so that Xj and Yj will be interchangeable when making estimates.

Now expand X by expanding each product |Fi|2-• |F„|2 as a difference

series of the type defined in the previous section. Then collect coefficients of

identical Dg¡..g„ terms to obtain a series of the form
oo

* = E       E       CGr-G„T>Gt-G„-
j=l  G,,...,G„

on level j
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We call this the difference series of X. By definition, the coefficients Cgv-g„

are given by

cGi-Gn= E c'y
F,...,F

Gy-G„>

where the summation is over all Fx, ... , Fn which appear in some X¡ and

satisfy Fi D G¡, / = 1,...,«. It follows that:

1. if d = . • • = (J„ , then CC,...G„=0,

2. CGl...G„<(«-l)(«!)2.

The first property holds because, in each X¡, the Fx, ..., Fn include the

two distinct nodes Aj and B¡, and hence at least two of the G¡, ... , G„ are

always distinct. For the second property, observe that Aj and Bj collapse into
the same node at the previous level, j . So if Gx, ... , G„ are fixed, there are at

most (n - 1) different (Fi, ... , F„) in the summation defining Cgv-g„ ■ But

each term in the summation is bounded by («!)2.

5. The Proof of Theorem 2

Without loss of generality / is supported in the tree T. Moreover, we can

write / = fx + f2 such that each f is zero "between" alternative levels of the

tree. That is, fx = 0 on F\(A U B) — A(F) whenever F is a node on an

even-numbered level, and f2 = 0 on A(F) for every F on an odd-numbered

level. Thus, we may assume that f = f for either / = 1 or 2. We now list

the main steps of the proof as Lemmas 5.1 to 5.3. Recall the difference series

(4.5.1)

i/i2" = E0^
all F

where

DF = \F\2n - \A(F)\2n - \B(F)\2n .

(We defined B(F) = 0 when F is a type 1 node.) In the following lemmas we

also assume that n > 2.

Lemma 5.1. For each node F define

XF = |^(F)|2|Jß(F)|2"-2 + |^(F)|2',-2|Jß(F)|2

and
ÔF = |A(F)|2|^(F)|2"-2 + |A(F)|2|5(F)|2"-2 + |A(F)|2"

recalling that by convention 5(F) = 0 for type 1 nodes F.

Then

Lemma 5.2.

\JDF\<Cnj(XF + âF).

Jj2ôF < Cn,aj(Sx(f)2\f\2n~2 + Sx(f)2")
F

where Sx is an m-refinement of St with m = m(a). (This means that the

intervals associated with Sx are obtained by dividing each interval of T into at

most m subintervals.)

To state the next lemma, note that the above XF is nonzero only if F is a

type 2 node. Let F = F(j) be the unique type 2 node on a level j. Recall the
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definitions (4.5.3)

X¡= £ |F,|2---|F„|2

{Ft,...,Fn}D{A{F),B(F)}

and

A - 2^AJ'

j

where the Fx, ... , F„ are nodes on level j+1 and they may contain repetitions.

Clearly XF < 2X¡ and

YiXF = ^2xFU)<2Y/Xj = 2X.
f j j

Lemma 5.3. For any 0 < e < 1,

J X <eC„ j'X + \cn,a j\sx(f)2\f\2"-2 + Sx(f)2n)

where Sx is another m-refinement of SF with m = m(a).

Remark. Our reason for introducing X = J2 Xj was that we could not prove

an estimate for ^ %f directly (except when « = 2 and one has XF — 2X¡, so

that Y,XF = 2X).

Proof of Theorem 2. Taking e = 1/2C„ in Lemma 5.3 we have

1 - j) jX < 2CnCn,a j(Si(f)2\f\2n~2 + Si(f)2n).

Now Si may denote the same (common) m -refinement in both Lemmas 5.2

and 5.3. Therefore

F   - F ■>
/|/|2"<E   I*  <CnJ2[(XF + S<

KJ J   F

<C„,CT f(Si(f)2\f\2n-2 + Si(f)2")

<ej\f\2" + Cn<a,£Jsi(f)

<cn[

)2n

where the constants change from one line to the next.  Taking e = 1/2 and

rearranging gives

j \f\2n <Cn,a jSx(f)2n <Cn,a JST(f)2n

as required.

6. Proofs of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3

The proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 will be seen to be similar to the proofs of

Lemmas 3 and 4 (first part) in [H2].
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Proof of Lemma 5.1.

|F|2" = F"F* = (A + B + A)n(A + B+A)"

= 53^5*Ac.^PÂ7.Cû,i,c,Q,/î>,

where the Cayb,c,a,ß,y are integers whose sum is (3")2, and where we have

written A(F), B(F), and A(F) as A, B and A respectively. Since DF is

the sum of all terms t other than A"An or BnBn , it suffices to show \ J t\ <

Cn f(XF + 5F) for each such term.

When F is a type 1 node, the B = 0_so that t = AaAcAaAy. When no A

is present (c — y = 0), we must have A" A", which was excluded. When there

is a A = A(F) present, we may assume that all A's on the next level are zero,

in particular A(A) = 0. Regardless of whether the A is type 1 or type 2, the
nonzero part of A (i.e. in effect A = A\A(A)) satisfies dist(^4, A(F)) > n/(A)

by property (T4).

MF)

A, (A) A2(A)

Ö        ™        Ö
A,(F) A2(F) A(F) = A,(F)uA2(F)

Figure 5

Therefore
Í A"~lAA" = i(ÀA)(AA)"-1 =0,

so that there is no need to consider t = An~1AA" or its complex conjugate

A"A"-lA. This means that we are left with t = AaAcAaA^ where c + y > 2.

But then

\t\ = \A\a+a\A\e+r < |^|2"-2|A|2 + |A|2" = ÔF

since a + c = a + y = n. So we have proved the lemma when F is a type 1

node.

Remark. If we had just a classical lacunary partition {A;} , and A¡■ = Ax u • • • u

A7-_i , then the proof of II/H2« < C„\\Sf\\2n would essentially consist of the
previous paragraph plus Lemma 5.2.

Next, let F be a type 2 node, and consider the terms t with no A factor

(c = y = 0), other than A" A" or B" B" . When a = a and b = ß we have,

since a + b = n and I <a,b <n - \,

t = AaBbAaBb = \A\2a\B\2b

= \A\2\B\2n~2 + \A\2n~2\B\2 = XF .

All other terms with no A factor are of the form

t = (AB)k\A\2l\B\2m,        k>l,
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with k + / + m = « , or the complex conjugate of this. But the gap between A

and B satisfies

dist(yi, B) > n/(A) = n/(B)>l-/(A) + m -/(B)

by property (T5). Also, A is completely on one side of B (the left) so we can
conclude that

f t= i(AB)k\A\2l\B\2m = 0.

Remark. We have used the "total ordering" of Z by saying A is to the left of

B, but it was not really necessary. This is because the case k = 1 does not

require it (then dist(^4, B) > I -/(A) + m -/(B) is enough), and when k > 2

we can instead estimate \t\, by

|r| < \A\2\B\2n~2 + \A\2n-2\B\2 = XF .

Now consider terms with one A factor (c + y — 1 ). If there are no B factors

present (b - ß = 0), then
t = A"-xAA¿

or the conjugate, and /1 = 0 as in the first paragraph of the proof. The same

holds for t — Bn~iAB" or its conjugate. So we may assume that both A and

B are present (a + a > 1 and b + ß > 1 ). Then we claim that

|*| < XF + ÔF .

If |i| = |^|a+Q|5|*+^|A| and precisely one of the exponents a + a and b + ß is

odd, say a + a, then

\t\ = \A\2l+l\B\2m\A\       (m>\)

< |^|2/|5|2m(|yi|2 + |A|2)

< \A\2\B\2n~2 + |^|2"-2|5|2 + |A|2(|^|2"-2 + |5|2"-2)

< XF + S F

since / + m = n - 1.
Otherwise, we have terms with two or more A factors (c + y > 2). For these

we estimate

|r| = |^|a+Q|5|6+^|A|c+}' < d^l2""2 + |5|2"-2 + |A|2""2)|A|2 = SF ,

thus completing the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Observe that whenever a A is divided (refined) into several

pieces, say A = Ai + A2 h-h Am , we have

/ m        \

\A\2<M   £|A,|
v i=l

so that as long as M < m is bounded over all the A's we will have

S(f)2 = £|A|2 < m££|A,|2 = mSx(f)2
a a ;

where Si is an w-refinement of S.
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5>(F)|2"<(£|A(F)|2)    <3"(     J2     lA<'l2 J    =3"5r(/)2
F Vf / Vf, 1=1,2,3        /

So first of all we have

|A(F)|2<3(|A1(F)|2 + |A2(F)|2 + |A3(F)|2)

for each A(F) in the definition of op , and we can dispose of the |A(F)|2" term

by
n

= rsT(fy21

^F, 1=1,2,3

Later, St will be refined further to some Sx. Now consider the term

|A(F)|2|^(F)|2"-2, when F is type 2 for example. (The |A(F)|2|5(F)|2"-2

and the type 1 cases are both similar to the following, so we omit them.)

The first step is to divide A(F) into enough subintervals A;j■, i = 1,2,3,

j = I, ... , M, such that each has length /(A,-;) satisfying

(«-2)/(^)+/(A(7)</(A3)

where A3 is the middle piece of A (see Figure 2). This is possible with a

uniform M < m(a), depending on a, because of the tree property (T6). Then

write

\Aij\2\A\2"-2 = \Aij\2\A\2"-4\A\2 = v\A\2

and apply Lemma 4.1, obtaining

Jv\A\2 <2Jv\f\2 + 7ojv(\Ax\2 + \A3\2)

<2 j v\f\2+ 70 j vST(f)2.

(The lemma applies with N — 2, Jx = Ai, 72 = A3, / = everything to the left

of Jx, h = A, I3 = everything to the right of J2.) Now use the e, j trick:

v\f\2 = \Au\2\A\2»-*\f\2 < e|A/7|2|^|2"-2 + C(n , £)|A,7|2|/|2"-2

and

vST(f)2 < z\Au\2\A\2n-2 + C(n,e)\Au\2ST(f)2n-2,

so that with e = 1/140 we get

j |A,,|2M|2"-2 < Cn j |A0|2(|/|2"-2 + .Sr(/)2"-2).

The point of this was that we have replaced the "partial sum" A by the whole

function /, at the cost of an Sy(/) term, which is harmless. Finally, sum the

last inequality over /, / and then over all nodes F to get

|^|A(F)|2|^(F)|2"-2<C„,w|51(/)2(|/|2"-2 + 57-(/)2"-2).

This concludes the proof since the St terms can be refined into Sx terms and

«i = m(a).

Remark. We have found a way to avoid property (T3.3), and the rather inelegant

chopping of A,. Instead, one can tolerate a few of the FkFk+x terms in the

proof of Lemma 4.1, which are just like the Xp terms of Lemma 5.1 and will

be handled in Lemma 5.3.
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Proof of Lemma 5.3. The proof begins with more general versions of the proofs,

of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. We will therefore divide the proof into steps analogous

to these lemmas. Step 1 is analogous to Lemma 5.1 and Step 2 is analogous

to Lemma 5.2. The final step, Step 3, allows us to conclude the proof. Recall

that X has a difference series X = J2jYl Cpv..FnDFv..pn (4.5.3) with coefficients

bounded in terms of « ;

Cfv..f„ < C„.

Step 1. Let Fx, ... , F„ be nodes on a level j. If they are all type 1 nodes,

define Xfv.-f„ = 0. If at least one is the (unique) type 2 node F(j), say

F, = F(j) (it may be repeated), define

XFl...Fn = \A(Fi)\ \B(F,)\ ¿ \A(FP)\(\A(FP)\ + \B(FP)\)  ]J (\A(Fq)\2 + \B(Fq)\2)
p=l QÏP.i

recalling that 5(F) = 0 when F is of type 1.
Also define ôFy..pn in all cases by

n

OFr..p„ = ¿2 ia(fp)|2 na^)i2 + W)i2 + iA(^)i2) •
p=\ q^p

Then we have

/   F)FV-F„    <C„      (XFv-F„ + 0Fv..Fn)

Step 2. For each level j define o¡ by

ô]=[     Y.     \A(n\2)í     E     \A(F)\2 + \B(F)\2 + \A(F)\2
\F on level j J    \F on level j

Then

E        àFv..Fn<Cnôj,
F\-F„ on level j

and

JY,Sj < Cn,af(Sx(f)2\f\2"-2 + Sx(f)2n)

where Sx is an m-refinement of St with m = m(a).

Step 3. Let j be a level containing a type 2 node F(j). Recall the definition

(4.5.3)

n-l

Yj = \A(F(j))\2\B(F(j))\2 Í      £     |^(F)|2 + |5(F)|2
\F on level /

Then for any 0 < e < 1,

E X^.p^eYj + ^CSj.
F\ ,...,F„ on level j

(Note that o¡ was defined in Step 2.)
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Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 5.3. Recall that Y¡ < CnX¡. Therefore

pity, x ,c.\j F>f,-f„

j—\   \F]-Fn on level j

<EEC»/^.^+^^)    (Step 1)

<CnJ2J(eYJ + \CnOj + Cnôj]    (Steps 2 and 3)
j

<sCnj ij2Xj) + l-Cn,oj(Sx(f)2\f\2n-2 + Sx(f)2")   (Step 2).

This concludes the proof since X = Y¿Xj.

Proof of Step 1. Suppose that Fx, ... , F„ are all type 1 nodes. Write A(Fq) =

Aq,A(Fq) = Aa, q = 1, ... , «.
Then

I^i|2---I^|2 = f[(Aq + Aq)(Aq + Aq)
q=\

£n4*WASA*
^<7 "? ^? L

9=1

where a9 + c? = 1 = a3 + yq . Now Df¡-f„ is the sum of all terms /,

except those of the form t = FT |^49|2, of which there is only one, given by

cq = yq = 0 for all q . When there is a A factor present in t, we may assume

that all A's on the next level are zero, in particular all A(Aq) = 0, and thus

Aq — Aq\A(Aq). Suppose that there is exactly one A factor present, say Ap , so

that cp = 1, yp = 0 and cq = yq = 0, q ^ p , and

t = ApA~p\[AqA~a.
q¿p

Then / * = 0 since

«

dist(^p, Ap) > 2nmax/(/ig) > ^/(Aq)

9=1

by tree property (T4). So we are left with the case Yfq=x cq + yq > 2 (two or

more A factors). In this case it is clear that \t\ <Ôfv.-f„, since

\AqAqApAp\<\Aq\2\Ap\2 + \Ap\2\Aq\2,

and

\Aa0'>Aq<Aqt'>Ayq'\<\Aq\2 + \Aq\2.
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So we have proved Step 1 when all of the nodes are type 1.

Next, suppose that there is a type 2 node present, and write Fq = Aq+Bq+Aq ,

so that

|F, |2 • • • |F„|2 = E II Aaq"Bbq^A^A^B^Al"
q=\

where aq + bq + cq = 1 = aq + ßq + yq .
Now, there is actually only one type 2 node, say F,, repeated r times with

1 < r < « . So we can write the terms of the sum in the form

t = A°BfAciA'*BfA]    H   Aa¿ Ac¿ Aaq« Ayq«
Fq type 1

with a + b + c = r = a + ß + y and aq + cq = 1 = aq + yq . Recall that DFx..f„ in

this case consists of all terms other than AfBfAfBfYlAqAq . So first, if there

is no A factor present in t, we must have

t = (A[Bi)k\Ai\2l\Bi\2m\{\Aq\2,        k>l,

with k + l + m = r or the complex conjugate of this. The gap between A¡ and

5, satisfies

dist(Ai,Bi) > 2n/j+x >l-/(Af) + m-/(Bi) + ^j/(Aq)

by tree property (T5). Thus J t = 0.
Now suppose there is exactly one A factor, and without loss of generality all

A(Aq) = A(Bq) = 0 on the next level. Suppose that in addition, both A¡ and

5, are present (a + a > 1 and b + ß > 1). Then clearly \t\ < XFi...f„ . For, if

A, is the one A factor, we have

\AfBfActA9BfA]\ = \A¡\ |5,| |A,-| \At\x\BiY

where x + y = 2r - 3, and

M,n5,r<(i^i + i^i)(K'i2 + ißii2)z

where x + y = I + 2z. Or, if the one A factor is Ap = A(FP) for some Fp of

type 1, then _

\AtB}Afßf\£lAt\\B,\L\4t\2j.\Bi\2)'
where a + b + a + ß — 2r = 2 + 2z, and

]A?A$A?A*  <|Ap||^inM
2

91    '

q¿p

Now suppose At and 5, are not both present; for example suppose that A¡ is

present, and there is only one A factor still. Then either

t = (AiÄi)(AlÄi)r-[Y[\Aq\2

when A, is present, or

t = \Ai\2r(ApA~p)l[\Aq\2
q*P

when some other A = Ap is present. In both cases / / = 0 by tree property

(T4), just as in the case when Fx, ... , F„ were all of type 1.
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Finally, we have the case of two or more A factors present. Then |r| < 3pv..Fn

by the estimates already used in the type 1 case:

\A™BxqAqAlB¡Ap\ < \Aq\2(\Ap\2 + \BP\2) + \Ap\2(\Aq\2 + \Bq\2)

(where w+x=\=y + z), and

\A%B*<A$Ä?Bßq<Al<\ < \Aq\2 + \Bq\2 + \Aq\2 .

Thus, the proof of Step 1 is complete.

Proof of Step 2. The first inequality is just algebra: if S is a set of indeterminates

S = {sx, ... ,sk} , then

n-\

E tX---tn-l =      E5'
Ui.f„_,)6S"-' \J'€5

where S"~l = S x S x ■■■ x S is the (n - l)-fold Cartesian product.

For the second part, fix j. We can first note that

(Y,WF)\2 + \B(F)\2 + \A(F)\2)"~l

< CH (¿2 l^)!2 + l^)!2)""1 + Cn (E \^F)|2)"_1 •

The latter of these two terms can be disposed of since

W     J2     lA(F)l2J    <(ElA(F)l2)   <3"Sr(/)2"
j     \F on level j / \all F

(recall the proof of Lemma 5.2). This leaves us with

n-\

E/    E  iAoni2      E  \¿{f)\2 + \b(f)v
j   "     \F on level j I    \F on level j

Here we would like to replace the second factor by |/|2"-2, and this is precisely

what Lemma 4.1 allows us to do. We fix a level j. Then divide each A(F) into

enough intervals Aik(F), / = 1,2,3, k = \, ... , M, such that their lengths
satisfy

/(Aik(F)) + (n-2Yj+i<dj=   min   /(At(F)).
r ,

1=1,2,3

This dj is the minimum distance between the components of

[J(A(F)UB(F))U U\[Jf\ =R\ljA,(F)

(where the F ranges over level j only). This is possible with a uniform M <

m(a) by tree property (T6). (Recall also that /j+i = /(A(F)) = /(B(F)) for
all F on level j .) Now let

«-2

E     I^Cni2 E     \A(F)\2 + \B(F)f
^F on level j J    \F on level j

so that deg v < dj, and apply Lemma 4.1.
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In applying Lemma 4.1, we must introduce {Hk}, the component intervals

Of R\Ui- on level,'f- Then

/=£#* +     E     (A(F) + B(F) + A(F)).
k F on level j

But the \Hk|2 terms only make things larger; in other words

fv.      Y,    i\A(F)\2 + \B(F)\2)
F on level /

r »

-r\ S <
\ F on level j

^> JHk\2 I<Jvl     E     (\A(F)\2 + \B(F)\2) + Y,\Hk
\ F on level j k

<2 fv\f\2+ 70 fv     E     lA'^)!2
J J       F,1=1,2,3

2 J v\f\2 + 70 J vST(f)2.< T   / »,i /-i2   ,   ™   / „,e_^ /"\2

Now use the e, J trick as in Lemma 5.2 and sum over j' to finish the proof.

The Sx(f) is the m (er) -refinement defined by the Aik(F).

Proof of Step 3. The nonzero Xfv..f,  occur only when the «-tuple Fx--F„

contains the type 2 node F(j). As in Step 2, we again have an algebraic identity

n-2 ( N  "~2

E    I[(\A(Fq)\2 + \B(Fq)\2)=l     E     \A(F)\2 + \B(F)\2
Fr-F„_2 9=l \F on level j }

where Fi • • • F„_2 ranges over (« - 2)-tuples on level j. Therefore

V Y

F|-F„ on level j

< Cn\A(F(j))\ \B(F(j))\ I     E     |A(F)|(M(F)| + |5(F)|)
\F on level j

\ "~2

E  w)i2 + w)i2]
F on level j j

< e\A(F(j))\2\B(F(j))\2 (E M(F)|2 + |5(F)|2)""2

+ \c2n (E |A(F)|(M(F)| + |5(F)|))2 (E M(^)|2 + l^)!2)""

< BY) + -C2 (E |A(F)|2) ($2(\A(F)\ + \B(F)\)2)

• (J2 \A(F)\2 + |5(F)|2V     (by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)

<e¥f+±. 2C2 (J2 |A(F)|2) (£ \A(F)\2 + \B(F)\2)

<eYj + -2C2Sj,
e-

which is the desired estimate.
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7. Discussion

An obvious conjecture is that Theorem 1 should hold under the weaker as-

sumption that the lengths of the Ij are "lacunary";

/(Ij+x)>X/(Ij),        X>\.

This conjecture was already proposed in [H2, Remark 4] but we have not settled

it.

There is some evidence for a more general conjecture. Define a parallelepiped

of dimension N to be a set E of 2N integers which is the sum of N two

element sets. We observed in [HI] that if the interval partition 3° = {If} has

the Littlewood-Paley property, then there is an integer N such that there is no

parallelepiped F of dimension N which is partitioned by ¿P into its elements

(i.e. \EnIj\ < I for all j). We conjecture that this necessary condition is also

sufficient. It is not difficult to show that this conjecture implies the previous

conjecture, because the points of a large parallelepiped define many disjoint

intervals of equal length.

There is a curious similarity between our tree structure and parallelepipeds.

Also, our restriction on the amount of branching (type 2 nodes) appears to be

of the same nature as the restriction on the dimension N of the parallelepiped.

We have evidence that our definition of a type 2 node can be generalized;

there are trees with an unbounded number of type 2 nodes per level which

still have the Littlewood-Paley property. The reason is roughly as follows: We

really used only the "arithmetic" independence of the intervals in our proof.

Thus, it is possible to have many branching nodes on the same level (length

scale) as long as their subnodes (Ax, Bx), ... , (Ak, Bk) are "arithmetically"
independent. For example if one is trying to prove the p = 4 inequality,

||/I|4<C||S(/)||4,

then one needs:

/ A~B~AjBj = 0

for i ^ j. In other words, "length scales" are too crude to characterize the most

general conditions under which the proof may still work.

It would be nice to find a less algebraic proof of our result, perhaps along the

lines of [B] and [R]. However, let us remark that an algebraic method was also

used by S. K. Pichorides ([PI] and [P2]) to obtain results on the behaviour of

the constants in the classical lacunary case.

Finally, we note that our results can be transferred to the real line R in a

natural way: We let {Ij}Ji_00 be disjoint intervals in R such that R\([J//)

has measure 0. Let their lengths /(If) satisfy

/(IJ+i)>X/(Ij)

for some X¡ > 0, j £ Z. If X¡■ —» oo as \j\ —> oo, then the conclusion of

Theorem 1 holds (on LP(R)). We omit the proof. Essentially, given p, one can

reduce the proof to the case of a finite interval J c R partitioned into finitely

many intervals Jk with /(Jk+X) >a/(Jk) for a sufficiently large a depending

on p . Then one can invoke our results on Z via an approximation argument

(or just adapt the proof of the latter case to R). Since one can construct such
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intervals .{//} with R\([J Ij) an uncountable set, our results imply the existence

of new Littlewood-Paley sets on the line, which are fundamentally different from

those in Z.
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